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Ethereum transaction fees have dropped to its lowest as the market declines: the average
transaction fee on Ethereum is currently just over $2, its lowest price since December 2020.

 

The depressed state of the crypto market has also taken a toll on transaction fees, with Ethereum
(ETH) fees now finally falling to their lowest since December 2020 – and Bitcoin (BTC) fees
remaining at the same low level as before over the past year.

 

The low on Ethereum’s side was reached last Sunday, when the median transaction fee dropped to
USD 0.87, before rising slightly to USD 1.142 by Tuesday. The last time Ethereum transaction fees
were lower than they were this week was on December 6 of 2020, when they dipped to USD 0.66 per
transaction.

 

The currently low transaction fees come after the Ethereum network for the first half of the year and
much of 2021 had struggled with skyrocketing fees, making some users complain that the network
had priced out certain activities.

 

The all-time high in Ethereum transaction fees was reached on May 12 last year, when the median
fee level hit USD 37.89. The sky-high fees back then were largely fueled by a craze in non-fungible
token (NFT) trading, with traders willingly paying up to get their hands on exclusive digital art
pieces.

 

Along with the falling fee level, there has also been a decline in the number of transactions per day
on Ethereum. From a high of 1.717m transactions on May 9 last year, the transaction count stood at
1.152m on Monday this week.
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Meanwhile, Bitcoin transaction fees have managed to stay fairly low and stable between USD 0.3
and USD 1 for the past 12 months. This comes after a steep drop in the median fee level in April last
year, bringing the median fee down from a peak of USD 28.39 on April 21 to just USD 0.23 on July
24 the same year.

 

On Sunday, the median transaction fee on Bitcoin dipped to USD 0.33, before rising slightly to USD
0.4 on Monday this week.

 

Like Ethereum, Bitcoin has also seen a decline in the number of transactions processed per day.
From a high of 397,207 in January 2021, the count dropped to 240,242 as of Monday this week.

 

The stark difference in transaction fees on Bitcoin and Ethereum shows that demand for Ethereum
block space has remained high through much of the current bear market. Notably, that demand has
persisted despite the emergence of more Layer-2 networks like Optimism and Arbitrum, which help
alleviate congestion on Ethereum’s main blockchain.

 

It’s worth noting that the level of USD fees for any cryptocurrency network tends to fall as
cryptocurrency prices fall, as fees are priced in each network’s native cryptocurrency.

 

At 10:31 UTC, ETH was trading at $1,128, up 5% for the day and down 5.5% for the week.
Meanwhile, BTC is up 1.6% in a single day and down 4.7% for the week, currently changing hands at
$19,768.
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